This Week in Science

Editorial
The Underrepresentation Syndrome

Project 2061: A Congressional View: G. E. Brown, JR.


T Cell Signaling: R. M. Perlmutter

Quick Release of AIDS Drugs • Drug Availability Is an Issue for Cancer Patients, Too
Soviet Psychiatry: Real Progress or Just PR?
Senate Committee Quizzes Bromley
New Round in Dingell v. NIH?
Zs for Two: A Critical Mass
Gallo Associate Subject to Investigation
Headed for NOAA's Choppy Waters

Sleep Researchers Awake to Possibilities
New AIDS Drug Passes First Clinical Test
“Chemzymes” Mimic Biology in Miniature
DNA Typing Is Called Flawed

The Bitter Pill: C. Djerassi
Computational Aerodynamics for Aircraft Design: A. Jameson
Transcriptional Regulation in Mammalian Cells by Sequence-Specific DNA Binding Proteins: F. J. Mitchell and R. Tjian

Peptide Binding and Release by Proteins Implicated as Catalysts of Protein Assembly: G. C. Flynn, T. G. Chappell, J. E. Rothman
Computer simulation of the vortical flow over a delta wing at a high angle of attack. The wing shape is similar to that of the Lockheed SR-71 reconnaissance aircraft. See page 361. [Calculation made with the FL067 computer program by A. Jameson, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08540. Graphic visualization by G. Volpe and M. Siclari, Grumman Corporate Research Center, Bethpage, NY 11714]

**Reports**


393 Experiments on Hydraulic Jumps in Turbidity Currents Near a Canyon-Fan Transition: M. GARCIA AND G. PARKER

396 Understanding the Anomalous Electrophoresis of Bent DNA Molecules: A Reptation Model: S. D. LEVENE AND B. H. ZIMM

399 Lignin-Like Compounds and Sporopollenin in Coleochaete, an Algal Model for Land Plant Ancestry: C. F. DELWICHE, L. E. GRAHAM, N. THOMSON

402 Activation of Apical Chloride Channels in the Gastric Oxyntic Cell: J. R. DEMAREST, D. D. F. LOO, G. SACHS

404 The Location of DNA in RecA-DNA Helical Filaments: E. H. EGELMAN AND X. Yu

407 Activators of Protein Kinase C Induce Dissociation of CD4, But Not CD8, from p56: T. R. HURLEY, K. LUO, B. M. SEFTON

409 Recombinant 47-Kilodalton Cytosol Factor Restores NADPH Oxidase in Chronic Granulomatous Disease: K. J. LOMAX, T. L. LETO, H. NUNOJ, J. I. GALLIN, H. L. MALECH


415 Brain Region and Gene Specificity of Neuropeptide Gene Expression in Cultured Astrocytes: H. SHINODA, A. M. MARINI, C. COSI, J. P. SCHWARTZ


**Book Reviews**

421 Sex and Morality in the U.S. reviewed by J. DELAMATER ■ Bryozoan Evolution, R. L. ZIMMER ■ Early Tertiary Volcanism and the Opening of the NE Atlantic, J. KARSON ■ Some Other Books of Interest ■ Books Received

**Products & Materials**

425 Freeze Dryer Without a Compressor ■ HPLC Columns ■ Statistical Comparison Software ■ DNA Sequencing System ■ Nonparametric Statistical Tests ■ Cell-Culture Bioreactor ■ Literature